NAS Status Information Subgroup Memo


Subject:	SWAP Plans

To:		Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:		Scott Bayless  (Edited by Michael Nadon)
Date:		1/29/98


1. 	Name of Item

	Severe Weather Avoidance Program (SWAP) Plans

2. 	Description of Item

	SWAP plans are typically put into effect for certain time periods (typically around two hours, but it all depends on the severity of the weather) when departures from an airport are going to differ significantly from the standard departure routes because of severe weather in the area. Although the term SWAP generally refers to departure routes, the term is also often used for enroute deviations due to weather. The SWAP routes are usually agreed upon somewhere between 30-60 minutes before the weather impacts the area, but this could vary depending on the situation (e.g. for a large, tractable weather system, reroutes could be possibly be planned a couple of hours in advance; likewise sometimes storm cells buildup and the reroutes are immediate). 

	Currently these routes are determined by consensus among all the affected ARTCCs and the ATCSCC. Once an area of weather is identified as a major hindrance to traffic flow (typically by a local facility initiating a call to the Severe Weather Complex at the ATCSCC), alternatives are discussed on a telcon amongst the affected facilities. Items considered are congestion, crossing streams of traffic, distance of reroute, altitudes affected by storm, jet routes affected by storm, and others.

	Work is in progress to improve the process of determining efficient SWAP routes for all users, both internal to the FAA and external. Procedures are in place now, with technology hopefully to follow, to get the users much more involved in the route determination process.

3. 		Benefits

	The distribution of SWAP plans would be beneficial for all users of the NAS. Flight planners of all scales, as well as local FAA facilities (including ARTCCs, TRACONs, Towers, and FSSs) would benefit from having this data. 

	The flight planners could use this information to replan their schedules based on the new constraints imposed by the severe weather and the accompanying SWAP routes. Optimally they would have enough time to fuel the aircraft accordingly based on the SWAP plan, or manipulate the affected flights in whatever way they deem necessary. 

	For the flight plans that could not be altered by the flight planners due to time constraints, the availability of SWAP information electronically, may permit the use of automated refiling in the ARTCC. Currently the ARTCC controller now performs that refiling process manually for every flight affected by the SWAP route. Also, ARTCCs could now constantly be aware of reroutes happening in their neighboring facilities that could affect traffic flow initiatives they may be considering internally. 

	The availability of this information also helps the general aviation community by allowing more information to be presented in the pre-flight briefings on a more timely, automated basis, and keeping making the pilot more prepared for decisions that need to be made for the upcoming flight as far as fuel, altitude, route, communications along route, etc.	

4. 	Source of the Data

	Currently an agreed upon SWAP route would only reside in the ATCSCC and the local facility implementing that SWAP route. For both terminal and enroute SWAPs, the ATCSCC will disseminate the information pertaining to the route (such as which traffic is affected and times the route is in effect) over ETMS to all FAA facilities, and ARINC to all aviation subscribers.

	A few ARTCCs have published numbered SWAP routes (e.g. ZNY has 3600 published routes). However, these routes are rarely implemented by number, but instead, whatever routes are appropriate for the situation. It just so happens that the route used ended up being #1867.


5. 	Nature of the Data

	The data for SWAP routes is basically in the form of a text message. The message explains who the SWAP routes apply to (traffic departing X, bound for Y),  the new route including fix names and jet routes, and a time the route will expire.  Typically anywhere from 3-8 lines of text. The data would be updated as the weather changes enough that the route is no longer valid or necessary. Depending on the day and the severity of the weather, there could be quite a few messages pertaining to new routes due to severe weather. At most, it would be a handful an hour over the course of a shift.  The data about the new route has to be sent immediately after it is agreed upon. Getting the data into a log may be interrupted by other work, but sending the advisory out to all users happens very quickly and will be very accurate. The exact location and movement of the weather may be somewhat inaccurate (as weather prediction can tend to be), but the routes chosen will be solid.

Data Elements

Controlling Facility  : Facility identification code
Effective time : GMT
Departure station(s) : 4 Letter airport identification
Full route or dept. Route : D/R
Arrival stations(s)    :4 Letter airport identification or departure fix 
	Constrained Resource : Airway, Navaid, Facility, Geographic area
	Constraint 		: Weather, congestion, Facility outage
	Route			: Standard route notation (XXX..YYY.J00.ZZZ)
	Flight Levels involved : From FLXXX to FLYYY
	Expiration time	: GMT

6. 	What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?

	Currently SWAP routes are manually typed and sent via ARINC and Email. AOC net could tap into these sources, and have some parser for the SWAP message. This would imply a very standardized message format for a SWAP message which would be useful. 	Given the evolving ETMS chalkboard and similar capabilities, it seems like the agreed upon route could be generated from the display that is being used to stimulate the reroute discussion. Once captured, this route could be sent electronically to AOCNet or any other source in some standardized format. There would probably still be some text entry to discuss times and which traffic is affected.







Example of possible format

SWAP ZNY 021845 KEWR D SBY ZNY TRW KEWR..COL..SBY FL100 FL 410 2100

	There is a SWAP route published by NY ARTCC for EWR Departures via SBY VOR. The route is EWR direct COL VOR Direct SBY VOR thence Destination for all flights from FL 100 to FL410 from 1845Z to 2100Z

SWAP ZFW 021845 KDFW R IAH ZHU TRW KDFW..ACT..FST..AUS..IAH FL000 FL410 022300

	There is a SWAP route published by ZFW ARTCC for DFW departures to IAH. The route is DFW direct ACT direct FST direct AUS direct IAH for FL000 (SFC) to FL 410 beginning at 1845Z and ending at 2100Z

